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rSECTION I
INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of' this -contract is the development of a new method
for the analysis of upper atmospheric wind and temperature data, and the
application of these methods to data obtained by the standard Meteorological
Rocket systems. The method embraces the premise that the most useful form of'
the data is one which allows a continuous representation in both space and
time. In order to achieve this representation, the wind data must be resolved
into distinct components, each component having a distinct set of temporal
and spatial characteristics. Such a resolution has predictive value, in the
sense that it can predict the winds at a different place and time, and also
in the sense that it can infer values of other observables, such as temperature
and pressure. Furthermore, such a resolution allowsdirect comparison with
theoretical 'predictions.
The analysis utilizes a data sample consisting of a'series of wind
measure*=ents taken over a time interval of 24 (or more) hours, and covering
a substantial portion of the altitude range from 20 to 80 kilometers. The `^ l
t-ools,of the analysis are (1) the theory of atmospheric motions in the strat-
osphere and mesos phere, and (2) an analytical procedure specifically suited
to the 11et Roc -.et data from Wallops _ Island. The method -requires the resolu-
tion of the observed winds into distinct >tidal 'modes as well as prevailing
components. Each tidal mode has a characteristic period as well as spatial
propagation characteristics. The number`of measurements is always limited.
Accordingly, harmonic analysis can resolve the observed winds according to
their temporal characteristics only imperfectly. Further, there are several
modes present with the same temporal period. Thus, a method to include, the
vertical propagation characteristics of each mode was incorporated into the
analysis. The method removes modes with short wavelengths, and the remaining
long-wavelength modes are then defined by use of harmonic analysis. The
	
^
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method relies heavily on the general results of tidal theory, and the analytical
procedure is based on temporal and vertical "filtering" operations in order to
resolve the observed measurements according to their temporal and spatial char-
acteristics.
A brief survey of past observations and analysis of similar data are con-
tained in Section II of this report. The analytical method is described in
Section III and the current results are presented in Section W.
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SECTION II
it
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED TIDAL ANALYSIS
-The presence of tidal forces in the atmosphere has long been recognized
a
from the observations of surface pressure changesfrom which it was determined
also that the drivina force is thermal since the solar tide is much larger
j, than the lunar.- The semidiurnal component of the observed solar tide has a
larger amplitude than the diurnal. 	 For many years, this was the principal
support for the "resonance theory" which assumed that the atmosphere had a
natural resonance period, close to 12 hours.	 During, the 'past few years, how-
ever, it has been determined that the motions are actually forced oscillations
in which the amplitudes are affected by varying efficiencies of the coupling
to the-'energy source.	 It is now generally accepted that the thermally forced
j tides result from absorption of ultraviolet solar insolation by ozone in the
stratosphere and mesosphere and from ` infrared absorption by water vapor in
! the troposphere.	 Contemporary tidal theory and limited observational data.
indicate that the amplitudes of tidal components increase from a few centi-
meters per second at the surface to several meters per second around 50 km
and become the dominant component of the wind field above 100 km with ampli-
tudes of over 100 meters per second. 	 The development of the theory was
hindered by the fact of the equations are nonlinear which prohibit a complete
global solution and also by the lack of observational data to furnish guidance
i for determination of useful approximations.
{
The data are difficult to analyze because the atmospheric wind system has
several components that vary greatly in character and result from different
sources.	 These differences appear in both size and time scales. 	 Some have j
j actually been observed and identified; others have been proposed as an ex-
planation of observational results or on purely theoretical grounds. 	 The
( shortest period, smallest size variations are in the latter group. 	 The
I smallest
sizes are usually categorized as turbulence and are generally
attributed to nonlinearity of flow in high shear regions. 	 The next larger
^. scale size is often attributed to gravity waves that may result from a variety
of sources including many.kinds of disturbances in the atmosphere.	 Although
these two smallest size components have not been unambiguously identified,
f' small variations have been reported.by  many observers and most treatises on
atmospheric dynamics include them in some form.
The next larger scale of variations is thermally driven tides with periods
of 24 hours and its harmonics. 	 Some of these motions have been identified
and related through.the appropriate theory to the energy 'source that produces
them; i.e., absorption of solar`insolation by ozone and water vapor. 	 Diurnal
and semi-diurnal components have been reported in the Met Rocket data and
several other harmonics have been reported from other sources.
Planetary scale waves with periods of several days have been observed also.
These are usually attributed to large disturbances in the atmosphere such as
magnetic storms.'
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'	 The largest period variations are seasonal, semiannual, annual, and quasi-
biennial oscillation.	 The source of the 2-year oscillation is not yet known
but the major seasonal changes are well described by the thermal wind equa-
tion in which the zonal wind component is defined by the meridional temper-
ature gradient.
The observational data have been.subjected,_to harmonic analyses in order
to detect and evaluate components with periods of 24 and 12 hours. 	 The data
have been analyzed from hourly averages over varying periods of several days_
`	 to months and from series of sequential measurements over a day or two. 	 For
short periods of observation, the results will be affected by the short
period irregular components such as interval gravity waves or short period
a	 planetary waves.	 For larger observing periods, planetary waves and seasonal
variations produce uncertainties.	 In all cases, the best fit _parameters were
determined by a`purely mathematical process and then compared',to theory.
Early reports by Smith (1960) who found large diurnal and semidiurnal com-
ponents from 23 observations in Nevada and Johnston Island, and by Lenhard
(1963) who reported similar components with amplitudes of 10 m sec-1 at 60 km
at Eglin, Florida were compared to the resonance theory of atmospheric tides. r
The observed phases were not compatible with the predictions of that theory.
Since the introduction of the forced oscillation theory and the acquisi-
tion'of more data, a large number of tidal analyses of Met Rocket data have
been reported.
Miers (1965) reported results from three series of rockets' launched
every 2 hours throughout the day from White Sands, New Mexico and from Eglin,
Florida.	 Diurnal components with amplitudes from 10 to 20 m sec- 1 and semi-
diurnal component with amplitudes of 3 to 5 m sec- 1 were determined.	 Reed
et al.	 (1966) reported diurnal -amplitudes -of 5 to 10 m sec- 1 near the strato-
pause from hourly values averaged over several months.
Diurnal oscillations with amplitude of 12 m sec- 1 around 56 km were deter- 1
mined from 16 observations' within 51 hours at White Sands -by'Beyers and Miers j
.	 (1966).	 An associated temperature variation of 80C was also reported but i
attempts to relate the wind and temperature variations through the generalized
thermal wind equation were unsuccessful.
The presence of a semidiuranl tide with amplitude of 6 m sec- 1 at 60 km
was confirmed by Reed ` (1969), and Beyers and Miers (1968) confirm tidal_ com-
ponents in the equatorial stratosphere from a series of24 measurements within
a 2 -day period over Ascension Island,
In summary, it appears that tidal components with periods of 12 and 24 1
hours,;, are consistently present in the middle atmosphere but the relation of
these components to the variation of 'temperature and pressure and to the
appropriate thermal driving forces remains to be determined. 	 The new analytical
procedure which is described in Section III is specifically designed to deter-
mine these relations.
ISECTION III
ANALYTICAL TiETHOD l
i
A.	 INTRODUCTION
The primary purpose of the analysis of wind data is to obtain a repre.-
sentation of the winds that is continuous in space and time.	 In order toz '
achieve a'useful representation, the wind data must be resolved into distinct`
components, each component having a distinct set of temporal and spatial
characteristics.	 Such a resolution has predictive value, in the sense that it
I
can predict the winds at a different place and time, and also in the sense •"'
•! that it can infer values of other observables, such as temperature and pres-
sure. 'Furthermore, such a resolution allows direct comparison with theoretical
predictions.
! The analysis suggested in this proposal assumes a data sample consisting
I of a series, of wind measurements taken over a time interval of 24 (or more)hours, and covering a substantial portion of the altitude range from 20 to 80
kilometers.	 The tools of the analysis are (1) the theory of atmospheric
motions in the stratosphere and mesosphere, and (2) an analytical procedure
1 specifically suited to the Piet Rocket data from wallops Island. 	 A-brief
account of pertinent theoretical results and of the analytical procedure is
given below.
B.	 THEORETICAL RESULTS
In the altitude region under consideration nonlinear effects can be t
neglected.	 Accordingly the total wind is represented by a linear super = .
position of distinct contributions.	 These contributions are broken down into
three general categories: 	 (1) large-scale, long-period motions,	 (2) tidal 4
oscillations, and (3) small-scale, short-period motions. 	 The characteristics
of these three types of motions -` are as follows:
1. 'Large-Scale, Long-Period Motions
Large-scale, long-period motions vary slowly or not at all during`
the period of observation. 	 In ,other words, they are nonoscillatory with 'a
i characteristic time in excess of 24. hours.	 Their variation with altitude has
a characteristic length in excess of 10 kilometers.'` The thermal wind and
planetary Craves are included in this cate gory.	 Although these have been
' studied theoretically, it is not considered feasible at this time to determine
} their properties in detail from data confined to a single observing site. r
`i 2.	 Tidal Oscillations
The dominant tidal motions in this region of the atmosphere are
I the diurnal oscillations (with a period of 24- hours), and the semidiurnal
oscillations (with a period of 12 hours).; No evidence has been presented to
U	 date of the existence, to any significant extent,,of tidal oscillations with
1
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shorter _periods. Pertinent features of five diurnal moues and three_semidiurnal
modP3 are listed in Table 1, which is based on the results of Lind.zen (1967,
1908). All diurnal modes have the same temporal re-riod (24 hours), but dis
trict variations with respect- to altitude and latitude. Two types of diurnal
modes are listed in Table 1: trapped and propagating. Mathematically, trapped
and propagating modes are associated with negative and positive, respectively,
r
	
	 "equivalent depths." ("Equivalent depths" are the eigenvalues of the tidal
equation.) Physically, for trapped modes, the response of the atmosphere is
t confined to the immediate vicinity of the regions of excitation. Propagating
modes are so-named because they propagate energy away from the .region excita-
tion. The term "phase" in Table; 1 denotes the hour of maximum. The trainedj	 diurnal modes, whose phase does -lot vary with altitude, represent motions which
attain their maximum value simultaneously at all altitudes. There is evidence
(Lindzen and Blabe,_ 1970) that the trapped diurnal modes are not significant
below the mesopause.
The following characteristics are true of each mode listed in 	 }
Table 1. The amplitude contains a factor which grows with altitude as (po/p)' 1/2
where p is the local density and Po is the ground density. This is essentially 	 I:
an exponential growth.' The relative amplitudes of the eastward and northward
wind components are a function of latitude only, and are independent of alti -
tude. Finally, the northward component leads the eastward component by a 	 !a
quarter of a period (i.e., the northward component achieves its maximum a
quarter of a period before the eastward component). All of the above charac -
teristics are independent or the nature of,the exciting source. For the known
sources of excitation (due to absorption by ozone and water vapor), the relative
magnitudes of the different modes are known. Mathematical formulations of
	
f
the stated characteristics are presented in the following subsection.
3. Small-Scale, Short-Period Motions
Small'-scale, short-period-oscillations may be representative of 	 1
internal gravity waves or random motions. Since the cc, I-inuous spectrum of
allowed gravity waves is broad in terms of ,both periods and wavelengths, there
	 ^	
t
are nogeneral characteristics of such motions that are pertinent in the present
context.
C. ANALYTI-CAL PROCEDURE 	 r
1. Previous Analyses
Previous analyses of Met Rocket data have treated data separately
at each altitude; further, each wind component was analyzed separately. Basi-
cally, ''the method consisted of removing, in some fashion, 'a "prevailing" wind
	 j
and a "trend", and then dealing with the residual wind as representin g
 the
diurnal oscillations (or the diurnal an,' semidiurnal oscillations together).
fMathematically this procedure e^4 esses the eastward component of the wind as
u (z, t)
	
A (z) cos W t+ B (z) sin w t
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 (z) cos W t + B2 (z) cos w2 t	 (1)
+ PO (Z)+ Pl(z) t,
where 1
`. I t	 u	 eastward component of the wind
t^l = frequency of diurnal oscillation
R c^	 = frequency of semidiurnal oscillation2
z = altitude
t = time a	
_	 7
P
O 
= prevailing T,7ind 1
= plt = "Trend"
and the amplitudes (C) and phases (S) are determined from the equations
Ci2 = Ai2 + Bi2	
al _	 arc tan (B /A 	 1- — 1, 2 .	 (2)
A'similar expression` pertains to the northward `component ,of the wind.	 The
Als, B's and P's are treated as parameters to be determined by the method of
least squares from N observations
u (t l)	 .....	 u (tN)
Despite the simplicity of this 'approach, results fairly consistent with theory
.	 a
were obtained by Reed (1966, 1967), Miers '(1965), and Beyers and Miers (1966,
1968).	 These results are shown in Figures 1 and 2,(after Lindzen, 1967).
2.	 Data Sample and Errors
' For an adequate data sample (say nine or mc
.,e;observations over a
r
24-hour period), the analysis can be improved by taking into account general
theoretical results, as well as temporal and spatial "filtering" techniques..
w	 Some of the details of those techniques depend on the tempo-ral.resolution of
r
g the data, and on the ability to ascertain the magnitude of the errors in the
data.	 In general, it is best to acquire the data at evenly spaced intervals
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I(e.g., at 3-hour intervals for nine observations). 	 A theoretical estimate
of the errors in the data is usually obtained from the characteristics of the
measuring apparatus as well as from the procedure utilized to translate
`	 direct observations	 (e.g.,, radar signals) to grind values.	 Another estimate
can be obtained by averaging the wind values over a specifed`height interval
(e.g., half a kilometer) and treating the root-mean-square deviation from the
average as the error figure.	 Owing to the difficulty of obtaining reliable
theoretical estirates oferrors, the second approach: appears preferable. 	 The
error figure at each altitude determines the weight to be attached to the {
wind values at that altitude. 	 For simplicity, consideration of error figures
and .we i ghts are omitted fron th
e
 following discussion.	 The methods of error
assessment and data smoothing with the computer codes are contained in 1
Appendix B of this report.
3.	 Analytic 'Representation of the Measurements
To formulate the technique of temporal and vertical filtering,
it is assumed that the neasu-eed winds can be represented as a linear combina- -
tion of tidal oscillations, a.slowly-varying contribution, gravity waves, and
noise.	 Analyt ically,
2	 11(n)
u(x,0,t) = exP(x /2 )	 E	 E	 nm (e) I`^nm(x) cos w t + B (x) sin nt^
1
run
n=1	 m =.L
+ Pu0 (x) + Pu1 (x ) t + Pu2(x)t2 + u(x , t ) + 1iu (x,t)	 (3)
>'	 3
2	 11(n )	 l
v(x,8,t) = exp(x/2)	 M	 I	 Vnm(0) CBnm(x) cos cot - A	 sin wnt 1
rLm
n=l 	 m=1 !
+ PvOW + Pv 1 (x)t + P(x)t2 + GV (x,t) + N, (x,t)	 (4)
where
u = eastward component of the wind
v = northward component of the wind
q.	
e = colatitude (0
	
00
 at the north pole)
t	 local time
i
10
t
ii.
X -	 dz/H(z) _ "reduced" altitude
fo . '.
z = altitude_:
11(z')	 scale height of altitude z
W	 = frequency of oscillation for nth tidal harmonic, n = 1,2
n
'U (0) == latitudinal variation of mth mode of the nth harmonic for
nm the eastward wind (known) w
•`	 Vnm(0) - latitudinal variation of mth mode of the nth harmonic for
the northward wind (known)
Pu0 + Pul t + Pu2t2 - representation of long-period eastward wind
Pv0 
+ Pvlt + Pv2 t2' = representation of long-period northward wind
i ',	 3
G= collective label for short-period contributions to eastward windU
G
v
	
collective label for short-period contributions to northward wind
N ' = noise in the eastward wind componentu
= noise in the 'northward wind component
11(n)	 number of modes for nth tidal harmonic
3
ai
Noise, in the present context, denotes a short-lived transient
that affects only a few • of: the measurements.	 It is distinguished from the
short-period contributions C, that may be present in all measurements.
	 The
coefficients Anm and Bnm determine the amplitude (C11m) and phase (Snm) of
each mode as follows'
Cnm2	A	 2 + B,	 anm = 1^ arc„ tan (Bnm/Anm) 	 (5)nm	 nm	 W
n
- a
h"ote that the growth factor exp(x/2) has been explicitly introduced as a
coefficient of the tidal components in Equations
	 (3;) and (4).	 Note also that
the general theoretical relations between the eastward and northward com-
ponents pertaining to each mode have been incorporated into Equations (3) and
(4) as well.
11 `
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i 4.	
Temporal "Filtering„ r
"Filtering" usually refers to an`operation on a continuous signal.
In the present case the term is used to denote `a linear combination of 	 dis-
tinct measurements conducted at the times tk, k = 1, ..., K.
	
Let w( k) - be a s
set of coefficients and consider the combination
K
'
Su (x)	 E	 w ( k) U(h,Ck)
k=1
where u(x,t) is the eastward wind measured at time t.
	
The sum S- will be free	 -
of diurnal and semidiurnal contributions provided the coefficients w are chosen
so as to satisfy the equations
,
c
K
E	 w(k) cos w n t k = 0,	 n = 1,2	 (7)k=1
I K
a E	 w(k) sin w t k = 0,	 n = 1,2	 (8)nk=1
i
Then
l
2
C
Su = P	 w (k) + P	 ca (k) t+ P
	 w (k) t
u0	 ul	 k	 u2	 kk=1	 k=1	 k-1
K	 K	 (9)
r +	 w(k)'Gu(tt) +	 I	 w(k) Nu(tk)
k=1	 k=1
{
l
Equations (7) and (8) together impose four conditions on the w(k) coefficients,
leaving K-4 degrees of freedom.. 	 (It is assumed that K_> 9).
	 Accordingly
(K-4)'linear7_y independent combinations of the form of equation (9) are
formed.	 From these combinations, the three coefficents
' Pu0'` Pareill ''-Pu2determined by a method of least squares, assuming the contributions from N and
G cancel out.	 This assumption is justified provided the following conditions
are met:
i
1.	 The coefficients w(k) ' are of comparable
I. magnitude,; so that noise present in a few measure-
ments does not lead to a spurious result.
2.	 The combination does not enhance excessively
any short-period contribution contained in Gu
pi
Lot	 C,
 
be the frcgaency of such a contribution.
Forming a combination of the form of equation'
f^ (9) enhances (or attenuates, as the case ma y be
t
Gu by a Lector. FG , where
it
r. 12 ^
11z	 ^
q
`	
K	 2	 K	
It	 2
FG2 _
	
w(k) cos wGtic
	
+	 w(k) sin.a)Gtk	(10)(	 ()\ k=1	 \ k=1
These conditions are met provided there is sufficient redundancy
in the data.-	 for K=9 (measurements) there are K-4=5 equations of the form (9)
from which the three P coefficients can be determined.
The first step of the temporal filtering procedure thus yields an
initial estimate of the long-period wind component separately at each altitude:
Pu0 (x) ' Pul ('') ' Put (s)	 determined at each altitude :e. k
The second step is the imposition of the requirement that the long-
period wind component vary slowly (and smoothly) ;with;altitude.	 This is equiv-
alent to vertical filtering that establishes the smooth representations
Pu(X,t)	 k	 1 2 	..., K	 (11) :;	 1
These are appro:;imations to the lon g-period contributions to the wind at the
times of the observations.
The next step of the temporal filtering procedure is to form the
quantities
Qu(X,tk) = u(x,tk) - Pu (x,tk)	 (12)
and the combination
K
Tu (x) _	 cc (k) Q(s , tk) . 	(13}u
k=1
}	 Qu is thus the eastward wind with the long-period contribution re-
moved.	 If the requirementi	 .
4
K	 K
a (k)cos cu2tk =	 V	 a (k) sin w2tk = 0	 (14)
k=1	 k=1
p	
_	
t
13
t
H
is imposed on the coefficients a (k), then the combination (13) is free of
semidiurnal contributions.	 Since there are K coefficients a (k) and two con- I
ditions itpose^	 bly equation (14),	 (K-2) linearly independent combinations of
the form of ecuation (13) can be obtained. 	 If conditions (1) and (2) mentioned
above are observed, then the Tu ` can be considered essentially free of noise
and short-period contributions and thus contain the diurnal modes only.
From equation (3)
ri(1) -K
T(x,f,)
	
exp(x/2)	 g	 U(5)	 ^n(x)lm 5.	 a(k,L) cos w tm	 ku	
m=1 k=1
(15)
K
Snm(_)	 CY(k;,z) sin ca tk E = 1	 .. K-2
k=1
Using, equation (5) this can be written as
exp(-x/2) Tu(x,x)
(16)
F1 ( z)	 Ulm (9) C lm(x) cos wl It1(;) - S lm (x)1 Z = 1	 ..., K-2J
The same steps applied to the northward wind component result in the equation
exp(-x/2)_Tv(x,^)
(17)
Pi(1)
=F1(L)	 V	 (G)^lm(x) sin col
	 It
_lW	 5	 (X)
^	
= 1, 111, k-2
M-1>
where
2	 2
2	 K	 K
F1 (: )- —	 .^.	 (k, 2) cos cut k ,	 + 5(k, N)	 cos u l tk '	 (LS)
k=1. -
	
k=1'
K	 K
t( C) _	 arc tan I	 cr (i:, i) sin a+ltic
	
£	 c'(k, C)	 cos wit lc (19)
'1`	 k=1	 k=:1
k
14
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tSince the notation is cumbersome, it seems appropriate to review
4 the significance of equations (16) and (17).
	 Given k arbitrary coefficients
J	 a there are (k-2) linearly independent ways of choosing these coefficients`
p	 while satisfying the two conditions of equation (14).	 These (k-2) sets of -
coeffic : t>nts are labeled
a (k, 1),	 K = 1,	 .., k,	 2 = 1,	 ..., k-2. t
tz
There are, therefore (k-2) linearly independent combinations T
'	 and T	 that can be formed: 	 u:i	 .....
Tu (x,X), Tv (x , I),	 1 = 1,	 (k-2).
For each Q, Tu (x,.) and T`,(x,k) represent, respectively, the total eastward
and nortin . ard diurnal; wind at -the time tl(Z), enhanced by the factor FlM..,
The unknowns in equations (16) and (17) are the amplitudes Cl i^(x) and phases
61m(x), for m = 1,	 ... , ,f('1), where M(1) is the number of diurnal modes.
In an entirely analogous manner the semidiurnal winds are isolated
as well.
5.	 Vertical "Filtering"
It has been mentioned previously that trapped diurnal modes are
insignificant below the mesopause.	 Thus only the three propagating modes
need be considered.	 These have 'wavelengths-of approximately 28, 11, and 7
l	 kilometers.	 Owing to the very slow variation with altitude of the amplitude
j	 factgrs Clm(x), the"shorter-wavelength modes can be removed by vertical filter-
,)	 ing.	 To illustrate the filtering procedure, let us consider the function
f (X) = cos
	 (wt -	 2X),
I
and the integral
x+a/2
I ( a , x)	 dy f(y)
JX-a/2
X
	
2^a
sin	 cos	 (wt -	 1.	 x)'
x
f
1
15
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If- a	 A/2, then I(a,x) 	 A-0. 	 Thus averaging the combinations Tu
 and Tv of
equation (16) and (17) over 7 km and 11 km successively will remove essentially
all but the first propagating diurnal mode multiplied by 'known factors.
	 The
E	 result can be written in the compact form
C11(x) cos W 	 tIU) - 8ll(x)	 = Y (x ' x)	 E = 1,	 ..., k-2	 (20)
jj
i
C11(x)	 sin w	 t (1)	 - 8 1 1(x)	 = YV (x,.8)	 E = 1,	 ..., k-2	 (21)
!	 where Yu and Yv are known.	 Consider now the graphical representations of Yu
and,Yv versus x.	 It follows thati
1.	 where Yu has a maximum:
r
11 (x)	 T (YO
	C 11 (x) - Yu(x,X)
2.	 where Yu has a minimum:
sll(x) = tl`(^) +	 C11(x)	
-Yu (X'',)wl
3.	 where Yv ;has a maximum:
r
8ll(x)
	 2w ' C 11 (x) - Yu(x'',)
J
4.	 where Yv (c, .,) has a ' minimum:
511 (x) = t l ( ^) + 2w ' C11 	 -Y(x''8)'v
I
!	 From the 2(k-2) such graphical representations a sufficient number
of points can be established in the vertical profiles of C ll (x) and 611(x)
to allow a-smooth analytic representation of these functions.-
After the longest-wavelength mode has been isolated in this fashion,
it can be; subtracted`from the total diurnal contributions of equations (16) and
a	
x	 (17) and the other modes can be investigated as well.
7
16. y
6.	 Temperature and Pressure Investigation
It is a general result of tidal theory that, for each tidal mode
separately, the temperature and pressure variation can be determined from the
wind components.	 Explicitly, the pressure variation is
4a
e 2
	1
LPnm(x'0't) =	
l.i	 ©)	 eXp(x/2)Rgw	 nm( H
-n
^s
(22)
X	 - Anm(x) cos wnt + Bnm(x) sin w t	 _ ,,,,.
n
and the temperature variation is
4awe 2 l
^Tnm (x ' 0 ' t) 
_	
H	 exp (x /2)Rgw	 nm(0) H ;.n
(23)
j'	 v ! LH (x) Anm(x)	 CAnm(x)] cos wnt
- [11(x:) B
	 - H B	 (x)]	 sin w-ti
nm	 nm	 n
where 1
APnm = pressure variation due to mth mode of nth, harmonic
ATnm = temperature variation due to mth mode of nth harmonic
i
a = radius of the earth
w	 = frequency of rotation of the earth
eC ` R = gas constant
i.	 g = gravitational constant
H	 (0) = latitudinal' variation (known).
nm
y
f
i
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The altitude-de en'dent functionsP	 An	 and  811m are the same ones
Involved in (and determined by) the wind components. 	 Primes in equation (23)
indicate derivatives with respect to the reduced height. 	 In taking deriva-
.
I	
_.	 Gives, it is always the case that small errors get greatly magnified. 	 Thus,
'	 in practice one wouldintegrate equation (23) over a small altitude interval
(1/2 to 2 kilometers' depending on the accuracy of the data) and obtain a
mean value for the interval. _.
The total tidal contribution to temperature and pressure varia-
tions is obtained by.summing over all modes s
i
_:. QP (tidal) _ E- E
	
Pnm
ry ,	 n m
ZaT (tidal) = E
	 E	 Tnm.
n m
It should be noted that the same filtering procedures developed
for the winds can-be applied to temperature and pressure measurements of com-
parable accuracy.
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SECTION IV
r
CURRE'N'T RESULTS
The methods_ described in Section III Caere applied to a series of measure-
ments from Wallops Flight Center in June 1974.	 After application of the error
assess-ment and smoothing procedures contained in Appendix B, the vertical pro-
files of the northward component of the winds for that series is shoran in
Figure 3.
	 It was round that the swoott.ing, procedure had to be applied twice
in succession in order to reduce the random variations to levels which allowed
the extraction of small tidal oscillations. 	 It was alsofound that a broader
data base was required to define the vertical pro"iles of prevailing zonal
.rind and ambient temperature which are required in the analysis.	 The values
of these quantities which were obtained from the CIRIA 1906 5 model are given in
Appendix A of this report.
Plots such as Figure 3 are important to the analytical method especially'
during the initial phases.	 The location of maxi's and minima on the vertical'
'	 profiles are used to determine the relative phases of the predominant tidal
modes:' The values of phases which are actually utilized in the analysis are
computed from tidal theory for the identified modes. 	 Some examples of this
-	 procedure for flight nos. 5, 6, 7, and 8 of the June series are show, in
Figure 4 through 7.	 The phase of the 7 km (diurnal) component expressed !,
as multiples of ,, is shown over the observed altitude range.	 The solid curve
was obtained from tidal theory utilizing the prevailing temperature profile.
The points are from visual observation of maxima and minima on the vertical
wind profiles.	 The points' are generally alternatively the eastward maxima (a),
the northward maxima (o) , the eastward maxima (p) and the northward minima
Verification of the amDlitudes of the various superimposed oscillations in
the June data was obtained by applying a standard har'onic analysis to that
j	 series of data.	 The results are discussed in appendix D of this report.,
The computer codes for determining the tidal ,..odes with the filtering me-
thod are contained in appendix C.	 Some examples of the results obtained from
the June 1974 data are shown in Figures .3, 9, and 10.	 The phase of a 10 km
{	 diurnal component which could not be determined visually as was the 7 km
component was, however, determines= in the filterin g procedure and is sho,m
in Figure 8 for the first eight measurements in the June series.
The short wavelength residual after the removal of the 7 km and 10 bra wave-
length`diurnal modes is shown in Figure 9. 	 This relainder strongly resembles.
a 5 lu wavelength semidiurnal mode.
Finally,, the very Ion- wavelength contribution to the northward wind is
shown in Figure 10.
application of the program to data fro:i other observational series at dif-
'	 ferent=time has been initiated but could not be co:-pleted in time far•. this
report.
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APPENDIX B
RL•TiOVAL AND ASSESSMENT OF RANDGM ERRORS IN THE .WIND AND TEMPERATURE DATA
A.	 INTRODUCTION AND SLrrPrARY
A smoothing technique has been applied to the ,rind and. temperature
data supplied by the Wallops Flight Center in order to remove random errors.
The technique is based on the assumption that, over an altitude interval of
2 kilometers, physically meaningful variations with respect to altitude can F
be represented by a three-term (quadratic) polynomial. 	 Wavelike variations
with wavelengths as short as 5 kilometers are totally unaffected by this tech-
nique.	 'At each altitude, the technique yields an improved ("smoothed") value,
the probable error associated with the smoothed value, and the random error,
defined as the difference between the smoothed and original values.	 The ran-
dom errorq have been analyzed statistically. 	 In general, the random errors
associated with the wind measurements are less than 0.5 meter/second up to an
altitude of about 55 kilometers.	 Above that altitude, the magnitude -of the
error tends to increase to a value between 3 and 5 meters/second at 80 kilo-
meters.	 The random errors associated with temperature measurements are gen-
erally less than-0.3oC>below 60 kilometers and increase to about 0.8 0C at
70 kilometers.
The smoothing 'technique, the analysis of random errors,; and estimates
of errors obtained by ;other observers are presented in the following subsec-
tions.	 The computer codes utilized in the smoothing' procedure and the deter-
mination of random errors is reproduced in subsection 5, along with the
necessary documentation.
B.	 METHOD OF SMOOTHI1w
The smoothing procedure is first outlined in general form, and the
specific form appropriate to the current data is then presented.
Let Yk	the observed value of a physical quantity Y (e.g. temperature)
corresponding_ to the value zk of the independent variable
z (e.g. altitude)
Sk 	 the probable error in Yk	 (B-1)`
Zi
Xk
	 7' 	 '--Mk
M=1
= a suitable analytic representation of Y,
where	 fmk	 fm(zk),	 m = 1 ,
 M
I
I
-
-	 the value of the expansion function f
	 at z`
m	 k
`I
f
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F

fCorresponding to the errors Sk in the measured quantities Yk, there
are probable errors in the coefficients Cm.	 It can be shown that these errors	 i
are represented by the ma trix: 1 3.
SZAC
mACi = (H (B-7)ml
where the quantity on the left represents the correlation of the probable a
errors ACM and LC	 Further, the most probable value of Q is given by:
#Q•. _	 (K - Pi)	 S	 . (B-8) i
i
Finally the most probable error in Xk is given by:
it	 M
OX k2	 E	 E	 AC
M
 AC
	 fmk 
fQk_ (B-9)
m=1 k=1
M	 M
_	 E	 E	 (H 1)mQ	 fmk fftk	 S2
m=1 Q=1
`
If, as in the present instance, the uncertainties Sk
1
in the measure-
ments Yk are unknow-n, a somewhat different; procedure must be adopted.	 For
the data under consideration, we assume that the uncertainties in the measure-
ments are equal 'over 'the interval involved.	 Thus:
Sk2 = S2, 14k = 1,	 k	 1, K ($-10)
. 
	1
^	 3
and using (B-5) and (B-8):
'	 S2 _^	 E	 D 2 / (K - M) .k (B-11)
i
k=1
For the present data, the analytic' representation consists of a three-
term polynomial with respect- to the altitude. 	 The smoothing procedure involves
nine data points (or equivalently, 2 kiloiaeters) centered at the data point in
41 "d
... -.._ T
r
I
question.
	
This choice of smoothing interval allows most of the noise to be
removed without affecting wavelike components with wavelengths as short as
5 kilometers.	 i•;nen applied to simulated, error-free data resulting from the
superimposition of a 5-kilometer cave and an 11-kilometer wave, the method
introduced less than l percent error.	 Figure B-1 illustrates the effect of
smoothing on a data sample with particularlysevere random errors. 	 Note the
negative correlation between the eastward and northward components. .
i y
C.	 Ai^'^LiSIS' OF RAa'DOM ERRORS
The  random errors established during the smoothing procedure have been
analyzed statistically.
	
They are presented graphically in Figures-B-2 through
B-5.	 Figure B-2 pertains to the random errors in the temperature data, plotted ..•
separately for each series as well as cumulatively for all the data from V.1allops
Island.	 In each instance the plotted quantity is a 2-kilometer average of the
root mean-square- value of the random error D as defined by equation , (B-2)_.
Owing to the nature of the temperature measurement, the random errors are small,
as e_,pected.	 Below 60 kilometers the errors are generally less than 0.3
although the Kourou data gives errors closer to 0.5 0 C.	 Above 60 kilometers the `.
error increases to a value of about 10C at 70 kilometers.
Figure B-3 displays the random errors for the cumulative wind data
from Wallows Island. -Below 55 kilometers the errors vary between 0.5 and i
1.0 meter/second for both the east*and and northward wind components. 	 Above
55 kilometers, errors increase to a value of about 5 meters/second at 80 kilo-
meters.	 The dashed curves represent the uncertainty in the smoothed wind values.
These are generally about half as big as the random error at the same altitude.
The apparently oscillatory nature of the  random error in the eastward component
j	 above_55 kilometers is not due to any physical process. 	 It is, rather, a"for-
tuitous result of the superposition of all results from Wallops Island. 	 This
can be seen more clearly in Figure B-4, which displays the correlated error,
as defined as:
G
D(E)	
D(j^
where	 D(E) = Random error in eastward wind,
D(N) = Random error in north,..ard wind.
Figure B-!+ reveals that above 55 km the eastward and northward errors
are strongly correlated, possibly owing to the e perimental difficulty of
accurately establishing a direction of observation at high altitudes.
f
r
Figure B-5 is analogous to Figure B-3 but pertains to the data from
Kourou.
In sus nary, it can be said that random temperature errors are insig-
nificant belo,v about 65 kilometers, whereas random wind errors are small below
about 55 kilometers.	 It should be noted that the technique utilized in the
1	 current: study doss not detect syster.;atic errors..
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D.	 OTHER ERROR ESTIMATES
Some of the estimates of error associated with standard Met rocket
measureements of wind and temperature are listed in Table B-1.
	 The generals.
estimates were determined by the authors from the various factors involved
in the measurements.
	
The observed differences were obtained from comparison
of two or more measurements.	 Susko and Vaughan, tracked Jimsphere wind 1
sensors with two different FPS-16 radars and compar ed the results.	 Miller, s
Wolf, and finger, compared the results of simultaneous temperature measure-
ments made with a U.S. and a Japanese sensor.	 Miller and Shmidlin compared
the data obtained from pairs of identical rocket systems launched 5 minutes
apart, along the same trajectory.	 Finally, the uncertainty produced by the
angular error of the trackina radar is estimated for data taken at altitude ...'
• increments of 250 meters.
E.	 THE COMPUTED. CODES USED FOR SMOOTHING THE DATA
g
This subsection contains a listing of the computer codes utilized to
obtain smoothed values of the wind and temperature data, as well as to calcu-
late the random errors in the'oriinal data.	 The smoothing procedure utilizes
two subroutines,, SMOOTH and MISCELZ, together with `a calling sequence. r
MISCELZ is called once to establish parameters common to the 'smoothing of all
of the quantities of interest.	 Subroutine SMOOTH is called successively to
accomplish various tasks, as indicated by the calling sequence.	 Each sub-
routine is listed . below, together with explanations identifying program vari-
ables with the mathematical quantities defined in subsection 2 this appendix.
F.	 SUBROUTINE MISCELZ
Subroutine MISCELZ is listed; in Table B-2.	 This subroutine defiles
the four sets of parameters required to carry out the smoothing procedure.
The program parameters and their relation to symbols previously defined in
subsection 2 are as follows:
HI	 is the inverse of the matrix H as defined in the
equation prE seeding (B-6)
I'(Di.,N)	 are the analytic (polynomial) expansion functions
defined in (B-1)
f	 G(M,N)	 are the auxiliary functions defined by (B-6) and
the equation that-follows it
ESQ(K)	 is the quantity on the right side of (B-9) without
the SZ.
G.
	
SUBROUTINE SMOOTIi
a
Subroutine SMOOTH is listed in Table B=3.
	
This subroutine is designed}
to produce smoothed values of the two wind components and the temperature.
_
It was found desirable to do a double smoothing of the original data.
	 In
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Table B-3.
SGE^-.(,:.TI:;E SiCiCTf-^- (°I ^ LT` kt^^^:ji;^I.t•tt.hsF^,FE3eES,vSs^1)
C	
f	 —	 ,.,X	 AT Q 25 f•:i; If:T'E:.VALS(	 `_	 S	 c	 i,	 "^;; E^uL •^`^vi"i1'KL FIT OVER TV,O K LDt1 r'T PSC	 ',iCl	 i"F. ^_.I'.	 T :mot_- i'^	 I	 c c
C	 (9_('O1? T S ).	 FE. =`^'.v:',Tr'^-) '^"tLUt` OF FA
t	 FOR ITf f:=2 C .LC^I_^.TcS 	 5 E_S,A S LUT.E- Lr i OF,S 
p3,^
C	 FOR I=1	 'ERIVATIVE OF FA	 a
CUt;r Gr':/t- r: T ^Sr 'l•'T(3,361) 1 51-c( 31 361),E,5 ; • (3s361)'.GSf,(3,361) sD1f'1(361)
CG' r (:i- / jSC2/E. (313) ,F (3,9) 1 (3>9) ,E`0(9)
VIV. E('S1Oi: F,A 31:i):F"1 36? },, 5 (361) 9D5(361) 1F1 (361),C(3)
C	 It-'iT1,"LIZ_ OUTPUT C)UAiJITIES
Ds :_) =S99,G
19`0 CO ;I T' i' uc
C+++++++ +++ ++ ++ 	 3
uL r = J.^ fix,-3
JGC=1
J„,'; > —J, A>:/2+'	 a
i
I
i
51
,
t
F
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Table-- B-3	 (continued).
f
IF	 (t.t:L.L1.:ii,/X)	 GO	 TO	 'L10
AC•=3
C F 1 t,(;	 f Xj	 I_bt' ' C OEF'f= I C I i.NTS i
Z 10 CG	 ^ 3(-	 ,'!=113
w CC-C► . G
22 0 CC=CC .t_(, W J;:) *F;, (N) 3
23G C (t'_)=CC.
`
1F	
,'(11'(_r:.t,i"^7.)
	
CC;	 Tt	 251
C CALCUL TE 	 i_I'PC.t:S
SUt)=U. C
CC=U.0
DC-	 24('	 , >,=1 ,
24C C.0=CC+C:(,') A(_ (h,, J;,1)
CC=CC-V VT ( I , (: )
_	 2	 C bUltl =.,LJ +CC *2
251 CUT11- UL
C,G	 TO	 (i7C',7(GG,2lG),J^C
c JC)C=2	 (t• li
	 ! L`	 Ii.TE^ w^l.^)
FG
F1 (N 'C'(2)
IF	 t1TF«.t^.c2)	 C:0	 T 	 201)
. GS(':)=(.(1)-VVT(I,;!)	 _ 1
" (:^ ( t ) =S:.t:T (`Jt	 D ES	 J IIL)	 UNI
GU TO 200
C J(-C=1,3	 (FIRST,LAST	 ii`;TERVAL5)
270 ('0	 2E'S
^^	 ^'=LG+Jt^-1
Cc=000
GU	 280	 t,=1,3
28 0 CC=CC+c (!",) i:F (t.,J11)
FL UJ =C C
F1(i!)=C(?)+	 . 0A C(3)	 ; e"(2,JN)
IF	 (ITE^,.i';L,2)
	
G0	 TJ
DS (IN = CL-. VVT ( I ,N)
' f:5(i^)=Sr.,.T(.1'	 F50(J,;)
2f:5 CUi:TINLI
IF=	(J(C
	 -0.3)	 CU	 TJ	 290
JC,G;-2
T 	 2o0
290 CUNTi t•UE
SRI PET I;RN,
Lp
GOAL F t` Uop PooR	 GEQU	 Z9AL.1^
i
other words, the smoothed values obtained on the first iteration were used as
the input data to obtain a new set of smoothed values. 	 Errors are defined as
the difference between the original data.and the doubly smoothed data.	 For
temperature data, the first and second derivatives with respect to altitude
were evaluated as well.	 Initial values for the first derivative were obtained
during the second smoothing of the temperature.	 These initial values were
then smoothed to obtain the final set of first derivatives and the initial
values of the second derivative. 	 Finally the second derivative of the tem-
perature was smoothed.
The subroutine arguments have the following significance:
I = index specifying quantity being smoothed j
= l for eastward wind
2 for northward wind
' 3 for temperature
I'!ER _ Index specifying iteration number
_- 1 for first smoothing
2,3 for subsequent smoothings and derivative calculations
= Limits on height indices. 	 These are determined by the
availability of data subject to the restriction that a
0.25 kilo:^eter grid is assumed.
1
FA = Vector containing values to be smoothed
F3 = Vector containing smoothed values
DS = Vector containing differences between smoothed ,values
and original data (as defined by (B-2))
ES = Vector containing probable error in smoothed data (as
defined by equation (B-9))
F1	 Vector containing derivative of smoothed quantity.
Within the main body of the subroutine the 'index JGO serves to select
1
the procedure to be used at the beginning of the altitude range (JGO = 1),
the end (JGO = 3) and the middle (JGO = 2) . 	 This distinction is necessary
because smoothed values at each altitude are obtained by considering the
four altitudes that precede it and the four altitudes that follow it, except F	 ;
' at the beginning and end of the altitude range.
S
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Calling SegUence
The calling sequence used to accomplish the tasks described previously
is evident from the-listing_ provided ,in Table B-4.
	
It is assumed that it is
preceded by CrJ, MISCELZ which establishes the necessary parameters, as well
as by the definition of the index: I which serves to define the quantity to
.	 be smoothed.	 The variables that appear in the listing have the following
significance.
VVT (I,N) is a matrix that contains the eastward and northward
winds and the temperature.
SM (I,h^	 _ Matrix containing final set of smoothed values for
: quantity I.
Eal (I,N) = Matrix; containing probable error in smoothed value
DSM (I,N) = Matrix containing random error in original data
DDI (N)	 = Vector containing first temperature derivative
DZ	 (11)	 =
I
Vector containing second temperature derivative
I
t
i
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Table B-4.	 Calling Sequence
C JLF I,' I - (.UA,;T I TY TO U W OOT1 EL)
CO	 110
C FIF T Si iOu T.	 tAnJ ITY I
LALL 
frCUTH	 (I , I T E	 "V	 NE A FS FR	 LS,VS,F l )
C bELL Nr 	SWCT1-It^, K Ulr^,.TI'i"Y 	 I	 WITH ► '.O HULL `1?ROk ESA SOLUTE
C VIF FLNENLE
	 VS. V ERB. DwIVATIVE F 1 FOR I=3)4 ITEF=L,
CALL
	 `;, UTH	 (I,
	
l	 r;, ! Ikgo&AXsFE I FSi	 5ev5oF1)
C 5AVE CAC(ULA k c}l;A	 T I T I ES 3
VU 12u =10,W
 
A X'
f SK(I,f:):ENP)
120 055
I F	 (I.L..T.3)	 G	 P T O 	 10)
C	 i	 C
_
FON	 T E (• PERA TURF
	
(1= j )
	
O ILY
J	 C 5MGGTh F i n S T TWEXA T VII,,E A I VAT I VE. FIND - 5ECOND DERIVATIVE
IT EM—
C+LL SMOOTH	 (I,ITE:r:,N NI	 INFAX,FllblP,ES,DS,Fk)
C 5NGC1 K SECul ••L T U{-	 A I On; A	 1	 AT I	 E
I T ER0,
CALL
	 ST:GCTFi	 (I•ITERtHOINiN, •i An,Fn	 C2NiESiDS,FI)
i
140 CUNTINUE
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iAPPENTDIX G
-
CO PUTT R CODES FOR DETEI:MINATI0.\S OF TIDAL :'.ODES
This program resolves short -x . ave length ' modes from vertical _wind profiles.
The follo„ing subroutines are required:
1. RVT%V - Reads parameters for vertical analysis.
2. RrILEV - Reads data from. 	 vertical profile.
3. RPRIEV - Reads prevailing wind, temperature and
temperature derivatives.'
4. ZFU. S - Defines height as a function of height index;
I 
j
5. VFUNS - Calculates expansion functions for-
^' vertical analysis.
x
6. 'Filter - Extracts short-wavelength modes.
1 ^.
j
E`
f
I ^.	
a
S
I
f
9
1	 .4
f
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a
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PROGRAM ?MGOES(LIIPUT9OUTPUT9TA;) EI=INPUT9TAPE2=0UTPUT9 TAPE 11.
TAPC12)
C
C	 PF5f7LVES SHC;PT—'v:AVELENGTH !:ODES FF.C;M VLRTICAL PROFILES
C	 RFOU kES R('itRV,RFILEV,Vf'Ut:S,ZFL)ti,!•.ktt,1'r,t•)It:V,PF(ASE
C
000003
	
COt;„0('/ICUI.V/t)IT,NCT,KT APE, L TAPE .PI
	
-
00CG03
	
COta;(,t;/1:EA•ii5/ I ">Lt^, L, LS D AX. TC (7) , FL%+T F LCt:G, TLUC !144 , tt)iR (14) ,
1	 ^: i•' I(141. i; Ui Y(14),^,6iit( •14),t: 1'E:(i' 4I ^tiC:IC14)^tiTP(i4),VI:NICLE(1/.1
	 ;000003
	 CCI Ot./')ATA3/VVT(3,260),Sh1(3,'L60),e5 i{3s2t,0),L)SH(3,260),DiM(260)
1	 ,D2t I260).f:P)ttl3,i.),10•:Xk3114)
000003	 COt•it•,hip /PF;EVS /P:, ILV(3,260
	
I6,tiXAX
0000 0'3
	
COt•;t:ONI/PARV/KPOL,Zu. SCALE, Sti R,NH(3)1MH(3),HNIN(3) NOPTrHINT
000003	 COF•.('Cif:/C0Df:S/1FPRwT,IFTAPE
000003
	
	 COt3t•(Ot)/FbJ'1S/FKt)(_7,260) ,AL(2,260) •XI (260)
C
000(03
	 NIT =1
000004	 NUT=2
(?00005
	
MTAFE=11
0000'06	 LTAF'E=12
000007	 PI=3.14159265
C	 READ Pi;?;,t1E1ERS FOR VERTICAL ANALYSIS
OOCOIi	 CALL FPAkV
000012	 i;F;I TE (.'07, 100)
00()016	 100 FCTr TAT (iH11* P!AR,1i•1ETERS FOR VERTICAL AivALY515#/)
000016	 WRIT! (t OT. 1;10)'_KPU';,Z6iSCALE
000030'-	 110 F.,^,;i:AT ` (I30< POLY:CONAL TER6'45, Z5=+.,F5.29* SCALE=n,F4.2)
000030	 WRITE CNOT020) KHR	
€
000036	 120 FORVAT W3 1 ;rt HARMONICS*//* K N M -	 HMN"it)
000036	 DO 130 K=l,K]-IN
000040
	
130 WRITE (NOT,140) K.NH(K),MH(K) ,FHMN(K)
000056	 140 FORVAT (3.13,F3.4)
000056
	
V^RITE (INOT,150) NCPTihIlNT
COOCi 65	 150_ FOR -AT (13 s?-OPT I ON q FII N;T=,*, F5*2)
	 j
C	 READ--PRINT/TAPE CODES
000065'	 - READ (:IT.140) LFPRNT,IFTAPE
C----
C	 wREAD FILE NUMBER LIMITS
000075	 HEAD (NIT9140)'LMIN,LMAX9LSMAX
000107	 CALL RPR? 7V
000110	 DO' 160 t4=1,260
000112	 160 S,''i(3,t))=PREV(3,N)-273.0
000122	 L=1
000123	 NIAN(3,L)=1
000125
	 NVX(3.L)=260
000127	 TLOC(L)=0.0
C	 DEFINF EXPANSION FUNCTIONS
000130	 CALL VFUNS
000131	 DO SOO LL=LMIN,LNiAX
c	 ROAD- DATA
000133	 CALL`RFILEV
000134	 CALL VFILTLR
000135	 BOO COP:TINUE
000140	 E14D
i
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SUrPOUTIOU RPAR
C	 READ PARAMETERS FOR VgRTICAL ANALYSIS
C	 24 MAY 75
000002	 COr't DNI IDUtV/NITINCT,NTAUE,LTAPE,PI
000002	 CC; ;P;Ot./P ARV/KPULIZUISCALF,kYR I NH(3),HH(3)
	 HMN(3)
	
NOPT HINT
C	 READ r'Ut •)3ER OF	 POLYNOMIAL COEFFICIENTS
000002	 RE:•('.%	 MUM)	 ),i-'JL, ASCAL"E
000014	 100 FORMAT
	 (I'3,20.4)
C	 RFAD HARMONIC FUNCTION DATA
000014
	 READ	 (NIT 9 120)	 Ki(1;
000022	 DO	 110 K=1,KHR
000024
	
110 READ	 (NIT020Y" NH(K) SH(K) OMN(K) s	 ,^
000043
	 120 FORMAT	 (2008.4) 
C	 RCAD OPTION	 (NOPT=-1 FOR FIXED FITTING INTERVAL HINT)
000043
	
RE'D
	 (NI,T,1OU)	 NJPT,HINT
000052	 RE T Ukt)
i
000053	 END .
I
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f-	 SUBRO )TIL'E RFILEV
C	 REAG5 ^!r T;% FROM SP OOTHED VEF.TICAL FILE-
C	 _23 VAY 75
000GG2 CG' t:OF./I{ UE ti+/f:ITc'^CiT,I'Ti+: F,LTi ^c.T'I
000002 CO(`,f:O,:/ ► •L%•1 S/ISt..R,L,L'S%';.7:,TCE>(7) ,i
 L+•T=sf'LC)f;Ci,TLOC(14),r`+FiR;14),
1	 f:f`I (14),d;(IAY(14),';''^i(1^•),F;l'E(14),G"ri (14),NTP(14) jVEfiICLE(14)
000.002 !Jf6t1(t:/C.TES/V ^IT(3,26C),Sif(3,-7,b-0),c5t.(3,2b0),J5f'(3e26.0)iUlf
	
(2x60)
1	 .U^!•i(26U),t:1^,r^13,i4),f.'^X{314)
0(,0002 READ	 ('.T t.P E-210)	 15ER,L,LS?•SAX,TC5, FLAT, FLCNG,TLOC(L),.NHR(L)^ .•,•>
_1,
	 t,'1I dL} ,faAY (L? ^^:`•'J (L a ^i^YE (Ll .f;l t^ (L) ,t,FI (L) •`JE^iCLE (L)
000055 210	 FG,'if:AT 	 (3I3,7Al0/2Fll.6,'r9.4,713*A9)
0000;5 v0	 240	 1_1113
`	 000057 ; EAD	 (tjiPE, 22o) . NlmIN,NM.AX
0000-5 220	 Fc'­  . aAT	 (2 i 3 )
000077
000075 -	 CCZ:;R'D f.T Ar',	 S230)	 (	 ,-'	 1%N),1 ^f. f': 1 N, 1'X+ A X)
oboII1 f2=,;c	 (f7T^;^E^2301	 ;(ESl;(i.2•f),^,= Nt•1Ii„r:1.1AX)
000125 READ	 (i T APE1
,
230)	 (VVT l I tf:) ,i:-t:f•:I(:,i^	 AX)	 .^
000141 IF	 (I.f;E.3)	 C;O	 TO	 240
000143 READ	 (t(TAPE,230)	 (D1f1(ts) . fti=) ^ :I!.,tlf1:,X)
000156 READ	 U.lT t.Rc t 230)	 { G2 h'. (`fil	P;= ,N1IN	 t.r•iAX )
000171 230	 F1.f:A T	 (10ci .2)
000171 240 CGt,TIf:UE
000173 R-All)	 (! T APE i 130) :r1
00C201 130
	
rC.P'VAT (Ai )
000201 IF	 (ECF,11TAPE)	 160c140
000204 140	 V^RITE	 (NOT,150)	 L	 r
000212. 150 F O R P-! AT	 (!	 EOF NOT THERE AFTER FILE*,I3/) 	 I
000212 60 TURN`
000213 END
;1F
i
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C	 i hADS PREVA ILIkG WIND,TEMPEKATURE AND TEMPIRATURE DERIVATIVES
000002 CO„V001o(:C	 PTAPE,LTAPE,PI
000002 CO,';	 5:1AX,TCv (7) &L AT,FLONATLOC(14), r HN14),
1	 U"1 (14),ND Y(14), IAII14),(:YL(1 4 ) , NF I (14),NTP(14) eVENICLE(14)
000002 CC„90N/DATAS/VVT(3,260),5)+(3,260)oESM(3i2bO),DSM(3t260),D1M(260)
,L`2M(2bG). NNN(3,14) vNMX(3,14)_
000002- CG;'f&NiPREVS/PREV(3,260),hMlNoNMAX
00DO02 DIMENSION Uv, MY(80)
000002 tt:°,.t.1
000003 NVAX=760 .
OCCO04 READ	 (lI0100)	 ISER
-000012 100	 FGR): Al	 ( 13 )
-000012 DO	 150	 1=113,2
ODCO14 READ (HIT, 100)UG)
00G017 IF	 (I , EW)	 GO TO 120
000021 READ	 INIT9110)	 (RREM,N) S=MMIN,t MAX) BUNK
1000036 110 FORMAT	 (100,21
000036 GG To 150
000037 120	 READ	 IN1 T ti110)	 DUMMY,(PREV(I,N),f =NMIt(,ttA+AX),EUNK
'000056 REAL	 (NIT9110)	 DUMMA(D1) •((N)	 ,t.WI(y,i,;•AMBUNK
000074 READ ( IT,110) DUMMY,(D2M(N)	 ,NWiN,NMAX),5UNK
000112 150 CONTINUE
000114 RETURN..,
000115
I
1
END
e
•
E
t . 	 •
r	 ,,r:s
E 60
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5vI1rOt!7IIdE	 VFUNS
j C CALCM1 ATE ( X PAr15ION FUNCTION S,.I-OK VERTICAL ANALYSIS
000002 'COO-,t•'Of./IOI,)F.V/131T,^t(;T,f•iTAPE4L1t+I'E'.,FI
000002 COfi!U)j'j/HE;AL)5/ISER,I.,LS;Ar,•TC3(7),FLAT,FLO1.61TLOC(1141'•j^}9R(114),
i	 NVI(14),NDAY(110	 l'; •iu(L4),riYE(14)-, t1F1(14)•NTP(14'),VEHICLE(14)_
00UG02 CCiP'tif.• Ft/DATA5/VVT(:3,2i0). SIM( 3,260),ESM(3,260),DSM.C3,260),D1+-(260)
1	 ,02h(260).:tthiti(3,14) sNtiX(3.14)
`	 000002 {OtiPiGk/Ph<V/K!3O(<,2,,,5CALC,KHk,f.H(3) ofi}j(3j0it;(l(3).NOPTsHItiT
000002 C0f,t•iot;/C0DE'S/IFPPlll91FTAPE
000002 fi0t,t-Ct-/FKi45/ FKrt_(7,260) ,AL (2.,260) ,XI (2'60)
000002 DMEP'51Mll	 ALP(3),OXN(3) jUXH(3),CXR'(3)sWAVE(3)`
C
-000002 Ot;IfZ= rtt•'r'1(3,L)
000006 NMAX=t!FiX (3 , L) ...,..
o00o11 IF	 cr;r	 ri.;i^:s	 ttrtAx)	 GO	 TO	 500
C -VEFIfIF	 POLYid0I•1 1AL	 FUtiCTIONS
000012 DO	 100
	
td=ii.•i1N,;NllAX
000014-  FKtt t 1 •ht) = 1: U
000017 Z=SCALEri_(ZI -LIN (N)^-ZB)
000024` UQ	 1-0o K_,KPOL,
000025 100
	
FKII(K,';)=Z It	 (K^1)
- - -	 -----	 -	 - -C DEFINF HARMMNIC FUNCTIONS
0000-,5 CHT=2.032E -02
000046 CGAV=2,0/7.0
00n050 DZ=0.25
000051 ' ta•"ID=101
C INITIALIZE
000052 DO	 110 K=11KHR
000054, 110
	
AL(r;,NIMIN)=0.0
000062 XI W1 , 1 10 =0.0 e000064 LINES=60
000065 I TER= 1
000066 120 t *lMlIN-1
000070 130
	 t=t:+1	 1000072 IF	 M',GT.M.iAX)	 GO TO 180
000075 IF	 M.';EO.N!-llN)
	 GO	 TO	 150	 3
C FOR
	
frt,GT.rt^`iIt)l	 REDEFINE
	
QUANTITIES	 j
000076 HH=Ht1
_a
000077 DO	 140 K=1,KHR
OOOLOI 140	 QXH(K)=QXN(K)
000106 150	 CONTIINUE
C CALCU(:t.TE: NEW SCALE HEIGHT' AND	 ITS DERIVATIVES WRT 'HEIGHT Z
000106 HTv= CHTf,•(511(3•iN)+273.0)'
000113 H1=CFIT`*D 11	 (t l)
000115 112=CH7*P;2t•tit;)
000117 PH=FtJ•k (H1+C6At•i)
C CALCULATE hE.J WAVENUMBERS AND WAVELENGTHS
000122 DO	 160 x=1,KHR
000124 CC=-0.25+PF /Hip N (K )
000130` 160
	
OXIN (K) -SORT (CC)
000136 LF	 (I7E:R. Ed, 2)	 GO	 1`0	 200
C FOR FIRST IITERATION9	 FIND UNSHIFTED XI,PHASES
000140 IF (N.I:O.NMIN)	 00	 TO	 130
000142 CC=0.5i;DZ
000144 XI (td) =XI (iJ-1) +CC* (1.0/HH+1	 0/HN)
000153 - DO	 170'K=1,KIiR
62•
000155 170	 AL (K 	 M) =AL (K,N-1)+CC*(OXH(K)/HH+OXN (KI) /HN)
000 17 7 GO TO 130
000177 140
	
IF	 (ITFR.E0.2)	 GO	 TO	 500
C	 SHIFT XI,	 PHASES AT END OF FIRST	 ITERATION
000201 XIM=X1	 IUl
000204 DO	 Its``.	 K=I,KHR
f	 000205 155
	
ALP0,)=AL(K9jN1lID)
000215 DO	 19()	 t:=,'01IN,NMAX
00x)217 X1 (1:) =XI (N)—XIiI
000222 DO	 I g o	 K=1,x,iR
* 	 000223 190
	
AL(%,N)=ALP(k)—AL(KvN)
00023E ITER=?. "u
000237 GO TO 120-
C	 SECOND	 I TERAT I UN__ JrVLY
000237 200	 Z= ZFUt:(N)
000242 EX=EXF(0.5*XI (N) )
000247 PH1=0.5* (?H)tH1+H2*HN*i(2)
000254 DO 210	 K1IjKHR'
000255 — OXR(K)=PHI/(N;•ltJ(K)*0XN(K)**2)
000262 CC= EX/5CPT(QXN(K) )
000266 CC=1.G
000267 M=KPGL+2AK-1	 -
000272 FKN (M,t4) = CC*COS(AL (K,N) )
000302 t1=(•(+1
000303 FKM(M%M=CC^51N(AL.(KtN))
000313 WAVE (K)=Z+O'tPI*h:l1OX'N(K)
000320 210 ALP (K) =AL (Kr 'N) /P1
000,326 IF	 (I FPR;';T.E0.1)	 GO	 TO	 300
000330 IF	 (L10ES.LT,60)-GO TO	 230
000332 WRITE	 ((:CT,220)	 ISEk,L,TLOC(L)
000345
1
220
	
FORMAT
	
(1H1,*SE.RiES* j I3 (*	 FLIGHT*1I3,*	 TLOC=*,F7,3/X	 5•1	 3X, 1H^d,5X, 1(dZaSX, iHH.4X,2HF{1 94n,2H>;I,2 (>X,2NQXt 5X,
f 2—	 2NOR,3X 4HgAVE,2X,5HPHASE),2(5X,2HFC,5Xs2HFS))
000345 LINE5=3
1 000346 230	 MttIf+=V.PCL+1
0003.50 Mt1AX=K,POL+2 ,KHR
000352 WRITE	 (NOT,240)	 N,7•,HN,H1, >:I(N) ,((DXti(K),OXR(K),WAVE(K)sALP (K)) ,
i	 K--19KHrR) •(FKN(M,N) 0= 101MIN ,MhiAX)
000422 240-FOR)''AT	 (1,HH,I3j4F6,2j(12F7;*3))
000422 LINES=LINE'S+1•
00042 4 300 CONTINUE I
000424 GO TO 130
000425 500 RETURN
000426 END
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SUEROUTINE VFILTEnC
C FXTNACTS SHORT WAVCLENGTH ,',ODES
000002 C0Er)0t!/I0JE*V/tlIT001 	 t-*rP	 f_.LTAPE PI
000002 Cvr:t':01;/I'(FAD.5/ISER,L,LS'-;AX,TC13(7),fLAT%F'L0NG•TLQC(14)OHR(141__• g
1	 r:;•II (1 4)'s iNDAY04) •( : l'!0(L4,JYE(14)04FI (14),hITP(14),VEHICLE ' (	 4)	 4
000002 COFJt•'l6r,/DATAS/VVT(392_60),5(	 (3,260),ESP,(31260),DSM(3,260),DlIA(260)
' 1	 •(iLC•1(2GV1,t;t;(•:(3.14)f;FIX(3.14) 	 ;
000002 MH(3) •Hi•! N(3) sNOPT9HlNT
000002 COtit!C
	
/COE) E5/If-i'; PiT,1FTAPE
000002 COt1r.GJl/ FK,%1 5/J= KFi (7,260) ,AL (2.260) •XI (260)
	 I
000002 CO'1t 10t:/PREVS/P	 EV(3,260),i 14IN,NMAX
00000'2 DlfiFf-SiOtJ	 H(10,LO)+H1( 10*10)•U(10),C(10)r5V(100),AMP(3)•PH (3)
000002 DIM-EINSION
	 YC W I) 9ER(81)
000002 DIf`ENSIOIJ	 Y^(260)',P4(260)
000002 DO	 4GO
	
I=1,'3	
.
000004 rlt3ltl-:;•1N(I,L)
000010 NY,AX=t.r iX ( I ,jL )
000013 IF	 (N.- Al N. End, Jit•IAX-) 	 GO	 TO	 400
000014- IF	 (I.F0.2)	 GO TO#
	 110
0000 L,6 CC=O, 0
000017 IF	 (I.EG,3)	 CC=273.0
000022 DO 100 N=NAIN,NFIAX
000024 100 S'IC,I.r;)^sf'ICI,h)-P:r2EV(I,rJ}+CC
000037 110 DO	 120: 	N_Ia•LIiJ,tITgAX
000041 Y(N)=5t•I(1IN)
000045 IF	 (E5M(19N).LT.1.0)	 ESt.1(I,N)=1.0
000054 W(r:)=1.0/(E5-M(I,N)4 *`2)
000062 120 CONTINUE
C
000064 V' RITE
	 MOT,130)
	
ISER,L•'I
000076 130 FOPVAT	 (1H1/3I4,*	 =	 SERIES,	 FLIGHT,	 QUANTITYx-/3X,1FiN,7X,LH4-ti6X,
1	 2HYC,7X,1HY,6X92HEn,5X•3HSUt•I.6X•2HYP•2(5X•3HAt-'iP•6X,2HPH)/)
000076 JYIAX_4*(HINT+0.01)+1
	
3
000104 KI.IAX=KPOL+2qKHf2
000106 DFJM=Jl'lAX- (e MAX)
000110 JGO=1
000111 Jr•J'111,= 1	 !000112 JIt•!AX=Jt•tAX/2+1-
000) 14
000116 200
NLO N01N-1
L.O-NL0^^t+1	 (r7
000
000122
N FI I =NL0+Ji'1AX-1
210'IF	 (r f(I.LT.NMAX)	 GO TO	
^o
	 ^^
000124 Jt•MIN=JMAX/2+1	 QL	 Q
000125 joJt!MAX=J(•IAX	 LI
000126 JGO=3
000127 210 C011T I NUE	 t
C DEFINE/RCIDEFINE MATRIX H, VECTOR U
000127 IF	 (t-!LO.GT',( 4 t4IN)	 GO	 TO	 250
C FIRST
	
DEFINITION OF H',U
000133 DO 240 K=1,KMAX
000134` CC=0.0
	
.
000135 DO	 220	 J1J=1,Jt•tAX
000137 N=NLO+JN_1
000141 220 CC=CC+'vl (N) -xFK;i (K 0) *Y (N)
000153 U(K)=CC
000155 DO	 240 M=1,Ki'IAX
3
64
000156 CC=0.0
000157 GO	 230
	
JI)=1 , J(4AX
OOG 16 1 N=t;I.O+Jt' -1
000163 230 CC=CC.ig(11)*FKN(K„N)*FKN(t4,N)
000177 240 (i (K,t•1) =CC
000210 GO TO 270
000210 250 C011TIVUE
C RFC:LF'11tE	 H,U
000210 NF=t.'L(`-1
000212 NL=ttH I
000214 1:O	 260
	
K=1,<1•tAX
000~15 U(K)=U(K)+W ML) * FKN( K•NL)*Y(NL)-W(N"r)*FKN(K, NF) *Y(NF)
000235 VO	 260	 t, ,=1 ,Kh',AX
000236 260 H0,	 )=H(K, i•1)+WU,L)'*FKN(K, NI L) *FKr,.'W NL)-W (NF )*FKN(K+14F)*FKN(MINF)
000270 270 CONTINUE
C Ii4VE PT	 M111 TRIX	 H
000270 KK= Krif.X*K0AX	 _ 1
000272 110CE:=7.
000273 CALL	 AP.RAY (1•^ODE,KFIAX,Kh1AX:,KK, 10,10,-SV,H)' —i
000303 CALL	 itINV(SViKMAX,KK,D){
000.306 MODE=1
000307 CALL	 /•RR AY('•',CUE:,KI4AX,Kt•'•AX ► KKi10,10oSViFiI)
C FIND EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS
000317 DO 290 K=1,Kh1AX
_000321 CC=0.0
00032.2 DO _280	 t•1=I,KMAX
000324 280 CC=CC+U(IM"iOUP1,K)
000336 240 C(K)=CC
C CALCULATE ERRORS
000342 SUM::0.0
'	 000343 D0	 31 Cl,	 JiS=1 , J M A X
000344 N=KL0+JN-1
000346 CC-0.0
000347 DO	 300 K=i' KMIAX
000351 300 CC=CC+C (K) *FKta (K,N)
000362 YC(Jt)=CC
- 000365 ER (JN)=CC—Y(N)
000370 310 5U,,= SL' s; +W (N) iER (Jib) **2
000376 SUM=SORT(SUM/	 01)
000402 GO TO	 (330,320 330),JGO
`	 000411 320 Jt:1I•Lt=Jtlt•tAX
0OC413 33-0 DO 370	 JP1=JNMlN,JNhitaX
00041>5 N=NLO+JN:-1
000417 Z=ZFU(, (N)
000422 YP=O,'(
000423 D0 340 K=1,KPOL
006424 340 YP=YP'+C (K) *FKN (K,y)
000435 DO 35o K=1,KHR
000437 KK=KPCL+2*K--1
000442 AM P (K)=50IRT(C(KK)a#2+C(K.K+1)**2)
000452 350' PH(K)=PFiAS'E(C(KK+1)vC(KK))/PI j
- 000463 YY=1'C(JN)-YP
000466 WRITE	 (NOT',360)'	 N,Z,YC( JN),Y(N),ER(JN) •SUh1,YP' 9 ( (At,1P(K),PH(K) ),K=1-
i 1	 ,KHR) aYY,Z l
000527 - 360 FORMAT	 (14,:ZFB	 2)
.	 00052`7 370 CONT I1:UE
000532 -IF	 (JGO.E0.3),GO TO 400
i	 _000534 JGO=2
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APPENTDTX D
HAPVO\IC ANZALYSIS OF [MIND DATA
Standard harmonic analysis techniques have been applied to the data from
the June 19744 series at Wallops Island.	 The results are of -a preliminary
nature, in that the vertical resolution techniques have not been applied.
Nevertheless,	 the preliminary results are sufficient to demonstrate the valid-'
ity of the elements of tidal theory- that have been previously- mentioned	 Of
' particular interest in the present context is the fact that the eastward (Y)'
wind component lags- the nortlr. gard (Y) wind component by a quarter of a period.
Let the temporal behavior of the wind components be expressed analytically as:
`X = C	 coswt + SX sinut	 (D-1)
Y =; Cy cos.wt + S y s inwt .
Then it follows from tidal theory that:
Cy
	K	 SX 	Sy 	 -K	 Cam ,	 (D-2)
where K is a constant determined by the latitude.	 This result holds for each
tidal mode individually.
' The correlation implied by Equation (D-2) is evident in Figures D-1 and
D-2.	 Figure 1 -displays the coefficients C am_, SV
	 Cy:	 and S, , for the diurnal
w4.nd component, as determined by harmonic analysis.
	 It can be seen that the
' correlation between C_i and -S,,	 and between C , and S,.,,	 is good, even though
. the diurnal component is made up of several modes. 	 In Figure D-2(a,),	 the
' correlation in the sz:;iidiurnal component is even more remarkable.	 Some-
degree of correlation is also evident in Figure D-2(b) for the terdiurnal
component.'
Figure D-3 displays s he prevailing .winds for the eastward (curve (a)) and
northi. ard (curve (c)) wired components.
	
Also plotted at 5 kilometer intervals
are values of the eastt7ard prevailing wind for July 1 at the latitude of
.; Wallops Island, as listed in the 196.5 Cospar Reference Atmosphere.
	 The gen-
eral agree cant bet...een these values and the prevailing ^aind deduced by harmonic
analysis is flood.	 The significance; of the eastward trend (curve (b)),
	 is un-
:clear at this tire.	 The same remark applies to the 'northward `'prevailin g wind'
'f and trend (curves	 (c)	 and (d), respectively).	 -
In summiary it can be stated that the preliminary results of the harmonic
,lt, analysis are in general agreement v7 ith the results of tidal theory.
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rigure n-3.	 Coefficients for the Prevailing and Trend Functions for
the Eastward aIld Northward Wind Components.
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